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About This Game

Do you trust your reflexes? This game measures your attention, your quickness, your quick decision, and even allows you to
enter competitions with others while measuring them. This game that tests you and your friends with various modes is the one to

fill the spare time!

You can play with your friends with each other, with fun, test your knowledge and attentiveness. In new updates, there's no
doubt that we will connect you to the game with new types of testing.
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The logic of the game is just to do what you want in the game mode at the right time. (SPACE) button, you will earn points if
you press it at rigth time. It depends entirely on your reflexes, your quickness and your quick thinking.

The game consists not only of single players but also of lobbies which can be played up to 4 players. Optionally, it can be played
with single player, 2,3 and 4 player options. You can also join your friends by creating groups or joining game matches via the
menu. Multiple games contain a total of 5 random game modes and at the end of the game each person's statistics on all games

are displayed.

Math
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And more with updates...
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Genre: Casual, Indie
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AlyStudio
Publisher:
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quot;Combat was nothing more than shooting a pistol at glitchy zombies that couldn’t decide whether they wanted to be 2D or
3D. They did have some level of pathing, although they continued to run into the fence in a vain hope that maybe they would
hack through and surprise me. What actually happened was they became easy targets."

Full Review[www.sliceofgaming.co.uk]

Edit: Updated URL. Awesome Game! 11/10, and the streaker always steals the ball from the other team, but not me >:D I love
the mixture of the sports makes the ultimate, epic game! I have played very little because I have been too busy latley, but, I still
LOVE IT!
Here is a list of what happened to me when I first played this game:

First: Browsing steam, see this game, im like wotever m8 il just buy this im bored.

Second: Play it, im like "m8 this is ok", then start to get into it

Third: GET INTO IT IM LIKE YEAH M9 EPIC PROSKILLZ LOVE IT EPIC AMAZING YOLO I LOVE THIS!!!

BUY IT!!. Full disclosure: I was NOT in the beta, and I don't know the developer apart from a short discussion in the last 2 days
about some (mostly self caused) trouble I had with the game. I have about one hour gameplay by now, but considering this game
is flying deep under the radar due to the same-day release of a similar but much more hyped VR game I decided to write a
review.

In Always Higher, you start at the bottom of a cylindrical structure, and must get to the top. along the whole height of the
structure are plaforms with inbuilt teleporter which must be activated to move forward. Along the way you meet enemies and
turrets, you find new weapons and energy cubes, and from time to time you find a teleporter which sends you somewhere else.
So the flow is : shoot enemies, active teleporter through a (so far) easy reaction mini-game, teleport to the next highest platform,
repeat.

At its most basic, Always Higher is a room scale, 360 degrees wave shooter. Where it differs from any other VR wave shooter
I've tried so far is that it includes (if the first, not mandatory, one is representative of something players meet later on, then
NON-trivial) puzzles. Also, despite involving teleporting, it makes actual sense and doesn't feel like a cop-out. There is a story,
but how much or how well this story develops I can not tell yet.
The environment (so far) is basic but works and fits the theme very well, the enemies are not particularly tough, but takes
strangely human tactics at times (extending their arm past the shield and shooting while staying hidden ... the typical SPT n00b
tactic;). Graphically the game is everything but ugly too. The humanoid animation is slightly awkward sometimes, but I've seen
way worse.

The weapons are the only slight negative I can find: I have two so far, plus a shield, and everything feels ~wimpy~. The weapon
noise is a literal "pew pew" without any bass or power to it, and nothing seems to register when the shield is hit. Also, both
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seems to have a wild spreading pattern making it sometimes a bit hard to correctly aim (or maybe it's my tracking that is off?
but I don't have this problem in other games).
Oh .. and the music .. big negative point! There is only one single track, and it is awesome! The game needs more of those! :)

All in all, if you would like to try a different kind of (story) shooter, that isn't all hectic and chaos, and even presents you with
puzzles, AND YOU HAVE THE SPACE(!) then get this. It is still a bit raw around the edges, but it is somehow more intriguing
and feels more interesting than its competitors.. First Review so far. This soundtrack is great it uses all medieval era
instruments. It is just an awesome soundtrack highly reccomend.. Fantastic game!. The Price of Freedom is a short narrative
experience that places you into the role of an assassin trying to eliminate an outspoken enemy. What happens over the next 15
minutes is a complete mindtrip. With HTC Vive, the experience feels flawless.
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most of my time playing this game has been on the free text version. Just bought the graphic version (which is ok for this types
of games) to support the developer cos this is the best roguelike game ever made.

I still remember my character death on the hands of an iron golem 13 years ago, and i will never forget the amount of
entertainment i got from this piece of art.

if u are a fan of roguelike games its a must buy, if u never played one but u eager to learn them u are in for an awesome ride. I
do recommend any RPG fans to try it.
just remember in roguelikes character death is just part of the game :). If it is in the sale and you know that you like simple
hidden object games, this is your poison!
But if you pick this for the story or "amazing" cut scenes look elsewhere, it ends with a to be continued and not a hint of how or
when...
I found myself laughing at the "animation" and story through the game and enjoyed looking for the items. its worth the pound
odd I payed for the enjoyment of 3 something hours so far.
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I have mixed feelings about this game. This is a highly rated game on other sites, so I had high expectations which it didn't fulfil.
It took me 8 hours to complete on normal play, so good value for money. Halfway through I started to get bored. Graphics are
mixed. General scenes are good, but HO scenes are very basic. Definitely two different artists doing the work. Music is good,
but repetitive. Puzzles range from easy to diabolical. I didn't need the strategy guide as the hint button was very helpful. Story
was ok.
This is a family friendly game so suitable for children. Not sure if I will continue the series. 7 out of 10.. Really enjoyed the
shooting. Good scary game. You dont need to visit Egypt just get the game and enjoy thr mummies and pyramid. DON'T BUY
IT!
the game is full of bug and not finished at all...
You finish the game in 5 minutes :
you land
you build some modules
pick up the dozen of rocks laying around
and...
done...
nothing else to do...
Even at 0.39 it isn't worth it. This is how you do a sequel. The budget is much higher (apparently 10x higher), there is a woman
dating coach as well for a woman's touch, and a more diverse range of circumstances and advice.

The funny options are also way funnier to watch too.. Small Town Terrors is based on a group of women in a small backwoods
town in Ohio who conspired together to come up with a scheme to poke holes in condoms in a concerted effort to trick scores of
hapless sex crazed men into having babies with them so they can collect tons of money in wellfare and child support. Although
there's a small chance I could be wrong on that.

80/100 - PC Gamer. They gave Duke Nukem Forever a 80 so why not this, seriously?

*Also if you alt+tab out of any of the three "Small Town Terror" games, they crash. Quality product.. Cool game ))) every round
epic battles :D i like this game ))). Held off on buying this game for a long time. Glad i finally bought it. Great game, and great
sequel to the first one.. good game would slime again
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